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The development of FATES-HYDRO is important and represents an advance in modeling capability.

The study is conducted well, the code is made available through Zenoto, and the analysis is clear.

I have few minor comments that would help improve the comprehension of the results:

Please add explicit vertically resolved formulation of how the soil interacts with the root. As is, the description is rather confusing (I could not figure out lines 220-225, or what “The stack of vertical soil-root interaction layers” at L190 means). I do not expect all the formulation of FATES to be repeated here, but the soil-root water interaction is the key physical process studied here, so at least that component of the formulation should be detailed to completion.

Also, list how betta (water stress factor) enters the transpiration/stomatal conductance calculation.

You treated above ground biomass as the only tested indicator of model performance differences. I am very curious about other model related predictions, specifically, evapotranspiration and water use efficiency. Can you add some analysis of differences regarding these?